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Abstract— Through-silicon-via (TSV)-to-TSV coupling issue
can degrade the signal integrity in 3-D integrated circuit designs.
This paper develops a 3-D partitioning-based force-directed
placer, NaPer, to reduce the total coupling noise between TSVs
and alleviate the maximum coupling noise between them. We
introduce two denoise forces: TSV decoupling force and TSV
density force. The TSV decoupling force is determined by the
coupling noise between TSVs for separating strong coupling
TSVs, and the TSV density force is determined by the TSV
density for evenly distributing TSVs. The experimental results
show that NaPer can effectively reduce 15.0% total TSV coupling
noise and 42.7% maximum TSV coupling noise on average with
only 4.5% wirelength overhead. Besides, NaPer also shows great
performance in wirelength that is competitive to the state-of-the-
art 3-D placer.

Index Terms— Coupling aware, layout, physical design, place-
ment, three-dimensional integrated circuits, through-silicon via
(TSV) coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE 3-D integration technology promises to further
increase integration density and beyond Moore’s Law.

It has the potential to enhance the performance of circuits
through reducing interconnect delays and lessening power
consumption with shortened wirelength, especially of global
nets. Moreover, it brings benefits on heterogeneous integration
ability by integrating disparate technologies. Using through
silicon vias (TSVs) to connect different tiers is the main idea
for realizing 3-D integration. Though TSVs play important
roles in the 3-D integrated circuits (ICs), they have negative
impacts, such as area consumption, routing congestion, and
crosstalk issues between them.

Placement is a critical task of physical design stages and
significantly impacts circuit performance. Many 3-D place-
ment techniques have been proposed, and wirelength is still
the major optimal objective for most of them [2], [3]. Since
TSVs can cause area overhead and other negative impacts,
the number of used TSVs needs to be considered as well.
Hsu et al. [2] developed an analytical placement method to
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minimize a series of penalty functions, including wirelength
and TSV function objectives. They utilized a bell-shaped func-
tion to define the spreading force with density optimization
and whitespace reservation for TSVs, and inserted TSVs after
legalization. Kim et al. [3], first, used a partition process to
assign cells to different tiers and determine the number of
TSVs. After that, by extending a 2-D force-directed placement
algorithm Kraftwerk2 [4], they spread cells and TSVs in 3-D.
They simultaneously placed TSVs and cells, and the wire-
length of their placement result is shorter than that of [2].

In 2-D ICs, coupling noise or crosstalk is mainly caused by
metal-to-metal coupling. As for 3-D ICs, the coupling noise
induced by TSVs might raise some issues and need to be aware
of. Several studies have discussed the signal integrity (SI)
issue of TSVs, and pointed out that the coupling noise
between TSVs is nonnegligible in 3-D IC designs [5]–[8].
Liu and Lim [5] showed that as the silicon area is the same,
a 3-D design is affected more from coupling noise, which
is 35% higher than its 2-D counterpart, and is mainly due
to the additional coupling caused by TSVs. Cho et al. [6]
indicated that TSV coupling noise is expected to be a major
concern for a 3-D IC design when more TSVs are needed in
a limited region and cause highly dense distribution of TSVs.
Moreover, according to [7], the 3-D SI results showed that
TSV-to-TSV coupling has big contribution to the total glitch
noise, especially in the severe noise region. TSVs increase
more than 50% of the total glitch noise compared with the
case without considering the TSV coupling.

Since the coupling noise between TSVs might degrade
SI and cause functional errors, the TSV effect needs to be
analyzed during the design process. Kim et al. [9] discussed
the high-frequency scalable electrical model of TSV, the
electrical behavior, and the impacts on physical dimensions
and other parameters. Liu et al. [10] developed a compact
TSV-to-TSV coupling model for full-chip SI analysis. They
used the capacitance between two parallel circular conduct-
ing wires to model the coupling capacitance between two
TSVs. The total coupling capacitance seen by a victim is the
summation of coupling capacitances contributed by all of its
aggressors. However, Song et al. [11] pointed out that the
model used in [10] is correct only when no other TSVs are near
these two TSVs. When there are many aggressor TSVs close
to a victim TSV, they demonstrated that the total coupling
capacitance seen by this victim TSV will increase but not
linearly, and, hence, the coupling model used in [10] over-
estimates the coupling capacitance in multi-TSV cases [11].
Later on, Chang et al. [12] proposed an authentic parasitic
extraction method for multiple TSVs. However, it is unsuitable
for full-chip analysis, because the amount of RLC elements
for the equivalent circuit is huge. Hence, Song et al. [11]
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simplified it to be a compact version that is more suitable
for estimating the coupling noise between TSVs during the
placement task.

Liu et al. [10] proposed two noise reduction techniques,
buffer insertion and TSV shielding, to reduce the TSV cou-
pling noise after the cell placement and TSV placement.
Serafy et al. [13], [14] proposed TSV and shield placement
methods to reduce the TSV coupling noise after the global
placement. In [13], they only considered the insertion of
shielding TSVs with fixed positions of cells and signal TSVs.
Later on, in [14], they simultaneously replaced TSVs and
inserted shielding TSVs with disturbing positions of cells to
get better coupling noise reduction. However, the existing
TSV coupling noise reduction methods [10], [13], [14] are
all performed after the placement stage. In this paper, we
simultaneously consider TSV and cell placement to develop
a TSV noise-aware 3-D placer, NaPer, without adding extra
structures, such as shielding TSVs or guarding rings that
introduce extra area. Our contributions are as follows.

1) We reimplement a well-known force-directed 2-D place-
ment algorithm, SimPL [15], and extend this imple-
mentation to a 3-D version and name it SimPL-like
3-D placer, which is the kernel of our 3-D placer,
NaPer. The developed kernel, first, utilizes the partition
algorithm hMETIS [16] to partition the given design for
minimizing the number of TSVs by optimizing the cut
size between tiers. After that, it assigns functional cells
to each tier and defines TSV cells. Finally, it utilizes
the look-ahead legalization (LAL) algorithm [15] and
two kinds of denoise forces developed in this paper to
spread cells.

2) We develop two denoise forces, TSV decoupling force
and TSV density force, to suppress TSV coupling noise.
The TSV decoupling force uses the compact multi-
TSV model [11] to build the equivalent noise circuit
and utilizes the two-TSV coupling noise estimation
formula [10] to calculate the coupling noise between
an aggressor TSV (a-TSV) and a victim TSV (v-TSV).
We calculate decoupling forces between TSVs by the
estimated coupling noise and use them to pull apart
a-TSVs and v-TSVs. The TSV density force aims to
utilize the distribution of TSVs to define the high-
density force and the low-density force to make TSVs
be placed more evenly. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first 3-D placement to simultaneously place
functional cells and TSVs by considering coupling noise
between TSVs.

3) NaPer can reduce the total coupling noise of TSVs
by 15.0% and the maximum coupling noise of TSVs
by 42.7% on average with only 4.5% wirelength over-
head. The maximum noise is under the noise limitation
in all test cases for avoiding functional errors.

To further propose the topic, first, Section II reviews the
TSV coupling model and the force-directed placement tech-
niques used in NaPer. Then, we detail NaPer in Section III.
Finally, the experimental results and the conclusion are given
in Sections IV and V, respectively.

Fig. 1. Multi-TSV coupling model [11].

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. TSV Coupling Model [10], [11]

Given a v-TSV0 and m a-TSVs (a-TSV j , j = 1 ∼ m) as
shown in Fig. 1, the multi-TSV coupling model developed
by Song et al. [11] models each TSV as a resistor RTSV
and a capacitor CTSV connected in parallel, and models the
coupling components, coupling resistance RSi, j0 and coupling
capacitance CSi, j0 between a-TSV j and v-TSV0 as follows.

First, RTSV and CTSV are equal to

RTSV = lTSV

πσTSVr2
TSV

(1)

CTSV = πεSilTSV

2 ln
(

rTSV+tox
rTSV

) (2)

where σTSV, rTSV, lTSV, and tox are the conductivity, radius,
height, and oxide liner width of TSV, respectively. εSi is the
permittivity of silicon substrate.

After that, the substrate inductance between each pair of
TSVs is calculated to build a [LSi] matrix consisting of self-
loop inductances and mutual-loop inductances as

LSi,i j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

μSilTSV

π
ln

(
di0

rTSV + tox

)
when i = j

μSilTSV

2π
ln

(
di0d j0

di j (rTSV + tox)

)
when i �= j

(3)

where μSi is the permeability of silicon substrate, di0/d j0 is
the pitch between a-TSVi /a-TSV j and v-TSV0, and di j is the
pitch between a-TSVi and a-TSV j .

Then, the relation between the inductance matrix and the
capacitance matrix in a homogeneous medium is utilized to
obtain the capacitance matrix CSi [17]

CSi = μ0εSil
2
TSVL−1

Si (4)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space.
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Fig. 2. Two-TSV coupling model [10].

Finally, the coupling capacitance CSi,i0 and resistance RSi,i0
between a-TSVi and v-TSV0 are equal to

CSi,i0 =
m∑

k=1

CSi,ik , (5)

RSi,i0 = εSi

CSi,ii σSi
(6)

where CSi,ik and CSi,ii are the entries of CSi on position
ik and i i , respectively.

Directly, solving the built multi-TSV coupling model shown
in Fig. 1 to obtain the coupling noise from an arbitrary
a-TSV j to v-TSV0 is time-consuming during the placement
task. Hence, we remove all calculated CSi,i0’s and RSi,i0’s
except CSi, j0 and RSi, j0 from Fig. 1 to simplify it to be
a two-TSV coupling model shown in Fig. 2 for estimating
the coupling noise of v-TSV0 induced by a-TSV j [10]. Here,
CSi = CSi, j0, and RSi = RSi, j0. Applying Kirchoff’s law to
Fig. 2, the transfer function of noise from Vin to Vout is

Hnoise( jω) = Vout

Vin
= Z A

Z B + ZC Z5
(7)

where

Z A = Z2 Z3 Z4 (8a)

Z B = Z1 Z2 Z3 + Z1 Z2 Z4 + Z1 Z3 Z4 + Z2 Z3 Z4 (8b)

ZC = Z1 Z3 + Z1 Z4 + Z2 Z3 + Z2 Z4 (8c)

where Z1 is the driver condition, Z2, Z3, and Z4 are the
termination conditions, and Z5 is the coupling impedance.
RTSV is ignored, since its value is relatively small.

B. Overview of SimPL [15]

A circuit can be represented by a hypergraph G = (V , E).
V is the set of cells, and E is the set of nets. Denoting
the x-coordinates by a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T and
y-coordinates by a vector y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)

T for the posi-
tions of all cells, generally, the conventional global placement
tries to determine the physical positions of cells for satisfying

the cell density constraints and minimizing the half-perimeter
wirelength (HPWL) φN

φN =
∑
e∈E

max
i∈e

xi − min
i∈e

xi + max
i∈e

yi − min
i∈e

yi . (9)

Instead of using (9), the quadratic approximation is used in
many placers since it is differentiable, and the optimum can
be found efficiently. By pricing every edge according to its
squared length with a certain weight, the new objective is

φG =
∑
i, j

wx,i j (xi − x j )
2 + wy,i j (yi − y j )

2. (10)

Since many nets have more than two pins, to get (10), each
multipin net should be transformed into a set of two-pin nets.
We use the Bound2Bound (B2B) net model [4], because it
can accurately estimate the HPWL in the quadratic objective
function φG , and the weights for each p-pin net are

wx,i j = 1

(p − 1)|xi − x j | (11a)

wy,i j = 1

(p − 1)|yi − y j | . (11b)

We can rewrite (10) as the following matrix forms:

φx = 1

2
xT Qx x + cT

x x + constant (12a)

φy = 1

2
yT Qyy + cT

y y + const. (12b)

The matrix Qx /Qy captures connectivities between movable
cells, and the vector cx /cy reflects the connections of mov-
able cells and fixed modules. Qx /Qy is positive semidefinite
without fixed modules; on the contrary, it is positive definite
while existing fixed modules. φx and φy are convex, and their
minimum values can be obtained by solving the following
linear system:

∇φx = Qxx + cx = 0. (13a)

∇φy = Qyy + cy = 0. (13b)

Solving (13) would lead to considerable cell overlaps. To
spread cells, the iterative force-directed approach interprets
the quadratic placement problem as a classical mechanics
problem of finding the equilibrium configuration for a spring
system. SimPL [15], a partition-based and force-directed
2-D placement, shrinks the wirelength gap between a upper-
bound placement and a lower-bound placement to converge
a final placement. The almost legal upper-bound placement
for guiding the spreading force generation is obtained by
utilizing an LAL algorithm that is built by top–down geometric
partitioning and nonlinear scaling techniques. The lower-
bound placement is obtained by minimizing the quadratic
objective (10) with the spreading force and B2B net model.

The LAL algorithm is briefed below. By splitting up the
entire chip into bins, it calculates the cell density of each
bin. A bin is γ -overfilled if its density exceeds a given
threshold γ (0 < γ < 1). The γ -overfilled bin and its
adjacent bins are clustered to form a window by the breadth-
first search until the density of expanded window meets the
constraint. Next, it uses a cutline Cb to separate the window
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Algorithm 1 NaPer
1: Partition the netlist into different tiers
2: Build TSV cells and LTSV cells
3: for each tier do
4: for each TSV do
5: Connect its TSV cell to its LTSV cell
6: end for
7: end for
8: Construct the initial placement
9: while not convergence do

10: for each tier do
11: Calculate cell legal forces by the look-ahead legaliza-

tion
12: Generate TSV decoupling forces by Procedure 1
13: Generate TSV density forces by Procedure 2
14: end for
15: Solve the linear system
16: end while

into two subregions with equal available area, and a cutline
Cc to separate the cells inside the window into two subgroups
with equal total cell area. After that, it creates strips from
the boundaries of obstacles and splits them evenly up to
ten in each sub-region if the strip width is larger than a
limited value. Then, it scales cells of subgroups to strips
in the corresponding subregion by considering the remaining
available area. Hence, Cc moves toward to Cb such that the
densities of two subregions are equalized, and the cells are
evenly distributed. The LAL algorithm recursively partitions
these two subregions to further spread cells in the window
until a limited partition level is reached, or the area of the
subregion is less than a predefined value. Finally, it uses these
target nodes from the resulted positions of above-mentioned
procedure to evaluate legal forces for spreading cells
apart from overlapped regions.

We mainly focus on developing a 3-D placement algorithm
for reducing the TSV coupling noises with acceptable compu-
tational load. We aim to modify and extend an existing 2-D
placement algorithm to do this job. To add the extra coupling
noise criterion, we prefer the force-directed placements. The
concepts of SimPL are rather simple and workable, and its
performance is also well. Therefore, we reimplement the
SimPL algorithm and adapt it to a 3-D version. Accordingly,
we not only use the legal force to spread functional cells and
TSV cells but also utilize our two developed TSV denoise
forces for reducing the coupling noise between TSVs during
the global placement.

III. NaPer: TSV NOISE-AWARE PLACEMENT

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed TSV noise-aware
3-D placer, NaPer. Given a circuit netlist, NaPer, first, per-
forms the k-way min-cut partition by using hMETIS [16] to
assign functional cells to different tiers, and determines the
number of TSVs by the cut size of partition. After configuring
tiers, it adds TSVs into the netlist as cells. It builds a pair of
pseudocells for a TSV i : one named TSV-i is inserted into

Fig. 3. Target position decision of a 3-D IC. Green lines imply the net
connection, the red line bounds the upper tier and lower tier TSV cells, the
black dots denote the target positions of cells, and the purple and wheat lines
are the pseudonets. (a) Side view. (b) Top view.

the upper tier, and the other named LTSV-i is inserted into
the lower tier. They are connected by giving them the same
x-index and y-index, as shown in Fig. 3(a). With this setting,
the pair of cells for a TSV are always at the same position.1

Next, NaPer repeatedly solves (13) with the B2B net model
and updates G, wx,i j ’s and wy,i j ’s until the HPWL improve-
ment is stopped for constructing an initial placement.

After that, during the global placement stage, first, NaPer
executes the LAL algorithm for each tier separately to obtain
the legal force of each cell, and determines the target positions
of functional cells, as shown in Fig. 3. Then, it generates
the TSV decoupling and density forces for each TSV by
performing the TSV decoupling force generation procedure
and the TSV density force generation procedure, respectively.
Using the legal, decoupling, and density forces of each TSV
cell, NaPer decides the target position of each TSV, as shown
in Fig. 3. With the determined forces and target positions, it
solves (13) and updates G, wx,i j ’s and wy,i j ’s. NaPer repeat-
edly performs the above force calculating, system solving,
and graph updating procedures until the HPWL and the TSV
coupling noise of the placement stop improving.

In our experience, NaPer can converge in 51 iterations.
Practically, in the first few iterations, Naper only utilizes the
legal force, because the TSV denoise forces might disturb the
composition of forces, and, hence, influence the wirelength
seriously. In addition, the TSV density force is applied a few
iterations later of applying the TSV decoupling force.

Finally, we utilize the FastDP [18] to perform the
legalization and detail placement tier by tier. We legalize the
top tier with fixed pins, send the coordinates of TSV cells
to their connected TSV cells on the next tier, and legalize
the next tier. By this rule, we legalize all tiers and report the
placement result.

In the rest of this section, first, we will summarize the
concept behind the SimPL-like 3-D placer that is the kernel
of NaPer. After that, we will detail the TSV decoupling force
generation procedure and the TSV density force generation
procedure. Finally, we will analyze the computational com-
plexity for calculating forces.

1To ensure the performance of each TSV, the keep-out zone (KOZ), which
no other cells and TSVs can be placed inside, is taken into consideration.
There is a fixed KOZ area surrounding each TSV-i.
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A. Concept Behind the SimPL-Like 3-D Placer

After partitioning functional cells into different tiers, we
connect the pair of pseudocells for each TSV by assigning
the same x- and y- indices to them to consider the connected
relation between tiers, and all tiers are viewed together as a
single linear system. At the same time, we assign the legal
force to each functional cell and TSV cell tier by tier and
the denoise forces to each TSV cell. Thus, each tier can get
the similar solution as the same as the original 2-D SimPL
while solving this linear system. The only difference is that
the TSV position is held by two tiers.

B. TSV Decoupling Force Generation

To generate decoupling forces of TSVs, we use the coupling
models reviewed in Section II-A to calculate the coupling
noise between two TSVs, and apply it to define the TSV
decoupling force.

To build the coupling model, first, we calculate RTSV and
CTSV for each TSV. Next, we treat each TSV as a v-TSV
individually, sort the rest TSVs by their distances from this
v-TSV, and pick the nearest m TSVs as its a-TSVs. Then,
we use (3) to construct the inductance matrix, and calculate
the coupling capacitance and resistance for each aggressor by
using (4)–(6).

After building the multi-TSV coupling model, we utilize the
two-TSV coupling model shown in Fig. 2 and (7) to estimate
the coupling noise of this v-TSV induced by each a-TSV.
Z5 is calculated by combining CTSV’s, RSi, and CSi.

We use the simple lumped RC model that contains the wire
load and functional cell load to obtain each Zi (i = 1 ∼ 4).
With the estimated HPWL between a TSV cell and its con-
nected functional cells, and the parameters of capacitance and
resistance per unit length of wire, we can get the wire RC load.
The minimum capacitance of connected functional cells is
viewed as the functional cell load, since the cell with the
minimum capacitance is most vulnerable to the coupling noise.
By this way, we can fast estimate Z1∼Z4.

After that, we consider the magnitude of the noise transfer
function (7) as

|Hnoise( jω)| =
∣∣∣∣
Vout

Vin

∣∣∣∣ = |Z A|
|Z B + ZC Z5| . (14)

To suppress (14) to reach a given noise threshold hth at a
given operating frequency ωo, let the coupling impedance Z5
be changed to αZ5, and we have

hth = |Z A|
|Z B + ZC Z5α| . (15)

Next, we use the algebraic approach to solve α. Since Z5
is composed of CTSV, CSi, and RSi, and CTSV is fixed with
the dimension of TSV, Z5 only varies with CSi and RSi.
By replacing RSi to be (εSi/CSiσSi), the impedance of the
parallel connected CSi and RSi is

ZCSi ‖ Z RSi = RSi

1 + jωCSi RSi
= εSi

σSi + jωεSi

1

CSi
. (16)

Because (16) is inversely proportional to CSi, CSi needs to
be reduced for increasing Z5. Hence, heuristically, we change

Procedure 1 TSV Decoupling Force Generation
1: for each TSV do
2: Estimate its output impedance by wire and cell loads
3: end for
4: for each TSV (v-TSV) do
5: Sort all other TSVs by distance
6: Choose the nearest m TSVs as its a-TSVs
7: Calculate the coupling capacitances and resistances

between v-TSV and a-TSVs
8: for each a-TSV do
9: if coupling noise > noise threshold then

10: Determine the distance ratio α for
pushing a-TSV away

11: Determine its target position and net weight
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

Fig. 4. Illustration of the TSV target position determined by TSV decoupling
forces. (a) Distance between the target position and v-TSV is α times of
the distance between a-TSV and v-TSV. (b) Because an a-TSV could be
many victims’ aggressor, the weights are assigned to different pseudonets for
TSV decoupling forces.

the distance between this pair of TSVs to be α times of their
original distance, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The amount of TSV
decoupling force between v-TSV j and a-TSVi is equal to

�fv-TSV j →a-TSVi = (α − 1) · dv-TSV j ,a-TSVi · �uv-TSV j →a-TSVi

(17)

where dv-TSV j ,a-TSVi is the distance between v-TSV j and
a-TSVi , and �uv-TSV j →a-TSVi is a unit vector in the direction
from v-TSV j to a-TSVi .

According to (17), to push a-TSVi away v-TSV j , the
target position for a-TSVi , (xdc,a-TSVi , ydc,a-TSVi ), is shown
in Fig. 4(a) and calculated as

(xdc,a-TSVi , ydc,a-TSVi ) = (xa-TSVi , ya-TSVi ) + �fv-TSV j →a-TSVi

(18)

where (xa-TSVi andya-TSVi ) is the original position of a-TSVi .
After determining the pseudofixed node, we connect

a-TSVi to this node with a pseudonet. Since a-TSVi could
be many victims’ aggressor, we assign the weight values to
different pseudonets for the TSV decoupling forces, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). In order not to abruptly degrade the wirelength
of placement, the weight starts from a small value of 0.01 and
is incremented by 0.01 on every iteration untill it reaches 0.2.

Procedure 1 presents the TSV decoupling force generation
procedure.
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Procedure 2 TSV Density Force Generation
1: Divide each tier into N grids
2: Calculate the average TSV density of each tier and the TSV

density of each grid
3: Find high-density grids and low-density grids
4: Find TSVs in the effective region of each grid
5: for each grid do
6: for each TSV in the effective region of that grid do
7: Calculate the amount of its density force by (19)/(21)
8: Determine its target position by (20)/(22)
9: end for

10: end for

C. TSV Density Force Generation

From our observation, we find that the coupling noises of
TSVs located in the high TSV density region tend to be bigger.
Peng et al. [8] showed that the irregular TSV placement design
has better performance in wirelength than the regular TSV
placement design, but suffers larger coupling noises. That is
because the distance between TSVs might be smaller, and
TSVs are placed with higher density. Kim et al. [19] proposed
the density force and focused on solving the metal mismatch
problems in 3-D layout. Inspired by [8] and [19], we introduce
TSV density forces between grids and TSVs for placing TSVs
more evenly/regularly. There are two different TSV density
forces. The high-density force tries to push TSVs away the
crowed region for reducing their coupling capacitances, and
the low-density force tries to attract TSVs to the uncrowded
region for balancing the coupling capacitances of all TSVs.
By this way, the maximum TSV coupling capacitance can be
reduced, and, hence, the maximum TSV coupling noise can
also be reduced.

Procedure 2 presents the TSV density force generation
procedure. First, we calculate the average TSV density Davg,
divide the footprint of a tier into N grids, and calculate the
TSV density D j of each grid b j . We call b j a high-density grid
if its D j is larger than Davg; otherwise, b j is a low-density
grid. After that, each high-density grid applies high-density
forces to push TSVs away from it, and each low-density grid
provides low-density forces to attract TSVs to it. To avoid
dramatically disturbing the TSV distribution, each grid has its
effective region R, and the density force is only locally applied
to TSVs that are inside R.

1) High-Density Force: To push TSVs away from a
high-density grid, the amount of high-density force on
a TSVi from a high-density grid b j is defined and
equal to

�fb j→TSVi = rR · Nhd

N
· D j − Davg

Davg
· �ub j →TSVi (19)

where rR is the radius of R, Nhd is the number of high-
density grids, and �ub j →TSVi is a unit vector in the direction
from b j to TSVi .

Here, rR is the default movement, Nhd/N can be viewed
as the global congestion index of TSVs, and D j − Davg/Davg
is the local congestion index of TSVs.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the TSV target position determined by the density
force. (a) High-density force. (b) Low-density force.

According to (19), to push TSVi away the high-density
grid b j , the target position of TSVi is shown in Fig. 5(a)
and can be calculated as

(xhd,TSVi , yhd,TSVi ) = (xTSVi , yTSVi ) + �fb j→TSVi (20)

where (xTSVi , yTSVi ) is the original position of TSVi .
In order to prevent the TSV from being pushed to another

high-density grid, the high-density force �fb j→TSVi will be
stamped into (13) only when the target position is in the low-
density grid. Otherwise, it will be discarded.

2) Low-Density Force: To gradually attract TSVs into the
low-density grid, the amount of low-density force on a TSVi

from a low-density grid b j is defined and equal to

�fTSVi →b j = db j ,TSVi · Davg − D j

Davg
· �uTSVi →b j (21)

where db j ,TSVi =
√

(xb j − xTSVi )
2 + (yb j − yTSVi )

2, which
is the distance between b j and TSVi , and �uTSVi→b j is a unit
vector in the direction from TSVi to b j .

The target position of TSVi is between the low-density
grid b j and the location of TSVi presently. By using (21), the
target position of TSVi is shown in Fig. 5(b) and determined as

(xld,TSVi , yld,TSVi ) = (xTSVi , yTSVi ) + �fTSVi →b j . (22)

The low-density force �fTSVi→b j will be stamped into (13)
only when the target position is in the low-density grid.
Otherwise, it will be discarded.

After the high-density and low-density forces are generated,
a weight value is assigned to each density force, as shown
in Fig. 6. Since TSV density forces are applied a few iterations
later of introducing the TSV decoupling forces, we want to
emphasize their influence when we first launch these forces.
Therefore, the weight starts from the value of 0.4 and is
decremented by 0.01 on every iteration untill it reaches 0.2,
which is equal to the weight value of TSV decoupling forces.

D. Complexity for Calculating Cell Legal Forces, TSV
Decoupling Forces, and TSV Density Forces

The complexity of calculating the cell legal forces, TSV
decoupling forces, and TSV density forces is O(K log K +
M2 log M + Mm3 + M N), where K , M , m, and N denote
the number of functional and TSV cells, the number of TSVs,
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the weights of TSV density forces.

the number of aggressors of a victim TSV, and the number of
grids, respectively.

The complexity for calculating the cell legal forces by
the LAL algorithm is O(K log K ) [15]. Because the time
complexity of sorting aggressor TSVs for a victim TSV is
O(M log M), and the time complexity of solving the inverse
matrix and calculating the noise and forces for m aggressor
TSVs is O(m3), Procedure 1 takes O(M(M log M +m3)) time
to generate TSV decoupling forces for M TSVs. Procedure 2
spends O(M N) time to determine and calculate the TSV den-
sity forces induced by N grids. As a result, the time complexity
of calculating the cell legal forces, TSV decoupling forces, and
TSV density forces is O(K log K + M2 log M + Mm3 + M N).

In fact, the TSV decoupling force generation and TSV
density force generation cause a little runtime overhead for
each placement iteration, because the number of cells is much
bigger than the number of TSVs and the number of grids.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the developed TSV noise-aware 3-D placer,
NaPer, in C++ language and test it on Linux with Intel Core
i5-3470 Quad 3.2-GHz CPU. The test benchmarks, which
contain four circuits, FP_MUL, DES3, AES_128, and JPEG,
are provided by the GTCAD Laboratory [20] and synthesized
with the Nangate 45-nm open cell library [21]. The resistance
and capacitance of a TSV are 4.3 m	 and 8.4 fF, respectively.
Each test circuit is partitioned into two tiers, its physical
structure is preserved, and the number of grids is 11×11 for
calculating TSV density forces. We utilize Eigen [22], a C++
template library for linear algebra, as the kernel for solving
the linear system. The legalization and detail placement are
performed by FastDP [18], and TSVs are considered as fixed
blocks while executing FastDP.2

To verify the placement results, we use SOC Encounter [23]
to route them and extract the parasitic RC of interconnect.
After that, we generate the TSV coupling circuit for each TSV,
as shown in Fig. 7, and use HSPICE [24] to evaluate the
coupling noise of each TSV.

2Since FastDP does not support double row-height TSVs, TSVs are consid-
ered as fixed blocks while performing FastDP. We might enhance the detail
placement/legalization algorithm by considering the multiple-row height cells
in the future.

Fig. 7. Example of TSV coupling circuit. The capacitance in each net is
the parasitic capacitance of the wire segment and the connected cell. The
red nodes in the victim TSV net are the nodes we measure the TSV coupling
noise. The voltage source is added at the input pin of each aggressor TSV net.

Because of the force composition disturbance concern in
Section III, and, according to [15], HPWL values of placement
solutions obtained by SimPL oscillating during the first four
to seven iterations, NaPer turns ON the TSV decoupling force
at the eighth iteration and the TSV density force at eight
iterations later of introducing the TSV decoupling force. NaPer
continues until the improvement of HPWL is less than 3%
for five consecutive iterations, and the improvement of TSV
coupling noise is less than 1% in three consecutive itera-
tions. On the test circuits, this convergence criterion entails
29–51 iterations of global placement.

A. TSV Coupling Circuit for Measuring TSV Coupling Noise

To measure the TSV coupling noise, we view each TSV
as a victim TSV individually, pick the m closest TSVs to
it as its aggressor TSVs, and build its coupling circuit, as
shown in Fig. 7. Here, we use (4)–(6) to extract the coupling
capacitances and resistances between TSVs, and construct
the net circuit of upper tier and lower tier for TSVs as
several RC trees according to the RC extraction results from
SOC Encounter [23] and the capacitance loads of connected
functional cells. The input of each aggressor TSV is a 3-GHz
pulse signal with 1.2 V amplitude. The total noise and the
maximum noise are measured at the nodes of functional cells
in the victim TSV nets.

To choose a reasonable m, Fig. 8 presents the TSV coupling
noise distribution of a placed FP_Mul, which is built by NaPer
with only applying legal forces, with the different number of
TSVs being closest to each victim TSV and simultaneously
switching. As the value of m increases, the number of vic-
tim TSVs having higher noise voltages also increases. The
percentage over 0.2 V is 0.19% (1/535), 12.34% (66/535),
24.30% (130/535), and 27.10% (145/535) for m = 5, 10, 15,
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TABLE I

HPWL COMPARISON BETWEEN [3] AND NaPer WITH WIRELENGTH-DRIVEN OPTION

TABLE II

TSV COUPLING NOISE DISTRIBUTION OF PLACEMENT RESULTS BY NaPer WITH WIRELENGTH-DRIVEN OPTION

Fig. 8. TSV coupling noise distribution of FP_Mul with the different number
of a-TSVs being closest to each v-TSV and simultaneously switching.

and 20, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, the distributions for
m = 15 and 20 are lightly different. Furthermore, from [11],
Song et al. [11] pointed out that the total coupling capacitance
which a victim sees will increase as the number of aggressors
increases but not linearly, and has a physical limit. Hence,
in this paper, we choose m to be 20 for estimating the TSV
coupling noise while performing the placement process and
measuring the TSV coupling noise for the placement results.

B. Wirelength-Driven Placement Results

To verify the usability of our 3-D SimPL-like kernel of
NaPer, we compare the placement results from NaPer, with
only applying the legal forces, with the results of the state-
of-the-art partition-based wirelength-driven 3-D placement
method provided by GTCAD Laboratory [3], [20]. We do not
compare the runtime, because we only have their placement
results. Table I presents the comparison. Here, “#Cells” con-
tains functional cells and TSV cells. Because the 3-D place-
ment algorithm proposed in [3] is based on a 2-D placement

algorithm, Kraftwerk2 [4], and NaPer is based on the extension
of SimPL [15], which is more advanced than Kraftwerk2 [4],
as shown in Table I, the HPWL of placement results from
NaPer can be shorter than that of [3] for each test circuit, and
the average reduction is 3.0%. The results indicate that our
extended 3-D SimPL-like kernel is competitive with the state-
of-the-art approach [3]. The reported runtime of NaPer only
includes the initial placement and global placement stages,
because the legalization and detail placement are not executed
by our own tool.

Table II shows the noise distribution of placement results
by using the legal force only. If the coupling noise is higher
than 0.6 V (50% of the supply voltage value), it will definitely
cause the functional failure. The number of TSVs that their
coupling noises are larger than 0.6 V is 41 (7.66%, 41/535, and
FP_Mul), 55 (7.39%, 55/744, and DES3), 6 (0.26%, 6/2289,
and AES_128), and 0 (0.00%, 0/4218, and JPEG). We might
afford to look at them one by one and try to manually reduce
their noise for AES_128. However, it will take huge effort to
reduce the TSV coupling noise one by one for FP_Mul and
DES3, since too many TSVs need to be treated.

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it is unacceptable
for a circuit, as the glitch height is more than 30% of the
voltage swing. The number of TSV coupling noise larger than
0.4 V (33%) is 90 (16.82%, 90/535, and FP_Mul), 60 (8.06%,
60/744, and DES3), and 88 (3.84%, 88/2289, and AES_128).
As you can see, according to the number of TSVs, it is
impractical to treat them one by one manually. This also
explains why we introduce TSV denoise forces for NaPer.

C. Tradeoff Between TSV Coupling Noise and HPWL

To investigate the relation between placement results and
the noise threshold value, we vary hth from 1.5e-3 to ∞
(0.03/20 ∼ ∞) and execute NaPer with legal forces and
TSV decoupling forces to place FP_Mul. The "∞" means
that NaPer only applies legal forces. Here, we apply the
detail circuit model described in Section IV-A to evaluate
the TSV coupling noise of each placement result, and Fig. 9
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Fig. 9. Trends of (a) HPWL, (b) t-Noise, and (c) max-Noise for FP_Mul placements by using legal and decoupling forces with different noise thresholds hth’s.

shows the comparison between the HPWL and TSV coupling
noise. “t-Noise” is the noise summation of all TSVs, and
“max-Noise” is the maximum noise of all TSVs. Fig. 9(a)
shows that HPWL decreases as hth increases. Conversely,
Fig. 9(b) and (c) shows that t-Noise and max-Noise increase
as hth increases, respectively. Intuitively, the smaller hth NaPer
chooses, the larger amount of a decoupling force and the more
number of decoupling forces it has. In other words, the TSV
decoupling force and the legal force compete with each other.
These results show the tradeoff between the HPWL and TSV
coupling noise.

One interesting observation from Fig. 9(c) is that although
the general trend of maximum noise fits the above discussion,
however, it seems that the maximum noise might disturb as
hth is relatively small. We believe that the reason is as follows.

During the placement procedure, in order to fast estimate the
TSV coupling transfer function (7), Hnoise( jω), as mentioned
in Section III-B, instead of using the detail circuit model,
we adopt the simple lumped RC model to model wire load
and functional cell load for calculating Zi (i = 1 ∼ 4).
The wire resistance and capacitance are simply calculated
by multiplying the HPWL between a TSV cell and its con-
nected functional cells by the capacitance and resistance per
unit length of wire, respectively. The functional cell load
is pessimistically estimated by the minimum capacitance of
connected functional cells. By this way, we save the runtime
of estimating Hnoise( jω) and calculating α with sacrificing
the accuracy during the placement procedure. Because the
decoupling forces should improve the overall performance,
t-Noise can still be reduced as we decrease hth even with
the above-induced errors. However, since the max-Noise is
the noise value of a specific victim TSV, it might be disturbed
when many estimated decoupling forces interact. Hence, max-
Noise disturbs as hth is relatively small; however, its behavior
is consistent as hth is relatively large, since the number of
estimated decoupling forces decreases.

D. TSV Noise-Aware Placement Results

We evaluate the TSV coupling noise reduction ability of
NaPer by applying the developed denoise forces to it. In this
implementation, the noise threshold hth is set as 2.5e-3 that
is based on the above empirical data. Table III shows the

comparison between the wirelength-driven results and the TSV
noise-aware results of NaPer.

The columns 2 ∼ 5 show the wirelength driven results
(only using legal forces), and the columns 6 ∼ 9 show
the TSV noise-aware results by applying legal forces and
TSV decoupling forces. The results demonstrate that, using
the TSV decoupling force technique, NaPer can reduce
the noise summation of TSVs by 10.7% with only 5.4%
wirelength overhead on average. The runtime overhead is
21.4% on average. It also presents that the maximum noise
is improved except AES_128. For example, Fig. 10 shows
that the noise distribution of FP_Mul moves from the high
voltage to the low voltage by using the TSV decoupling
force technique. The percentage of its noise larger than 0.6 V
is only 0.37% (2/535) by using the TSV decoupling force
technique, and there are 7.66% (41/535) of TSVs over 0.6 V
for the wirelength-driven placement. However, the maximum
noise of FP_Mul, DES3, and AES_128 is still over 0.6 V.
Especially of AES_128, it is 0.70749 V, which is even worse
than the wirelength-driven result (0.65107 V). The results
reveal that the TSV decoupling force technique can efficiently
reduce the total noise, but the maximum coupling noise might
be disturbed owing to the error effect of estimated decoupling
forces discussed in Section IV-C.

To investigate the effectiveness of easing the maximum TSV
coupling noise by evenly distributing TSVs on the design, the
columns 10 ∼ 13 present the TSV noise-aware results by
applying legal forces and TSV density forces. The maximum
noise of TSVs is reduced by 36.3% with only 5.1% wirelength
overhead on average, and, for each circuit, the maximum
noise is less than the results of wirelength driven only. The
runtime overhead is 49.7% on average. Compared with the
TSV coupling force, the TSV density force is more efficient
for easing the maximum noise with slightly larger noise
summation and longer runtime overhead.

To further reduce the maximum noise and noise summation
of TSVs, we incorporate TSV density forces and TSV cou-
pling forces to the developed placer NaPer. Compared with
the wire wirelength-driven results, as shown in the columns
14∼17 of Table III, in cooperation with the TSV decoupling
and density force techniques, NaPer can reduce the maximum
TSV coupling noise by 42.7% and the noise summation by
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TABLE III

TSV COUPLING NOISE COMPARISON OF PLACEMENT RESULTS BY NaPer

Fig. 10. TSV coupling noise distribution of FP_Mul as the 20 nearest
aggressor TSVs close to each victim TSV simultaneously switch.

15.0% with only 4.5% wirelength overhead on average. The
results outperform both the TSV decoupling force technique
and the TSV density force technique. It indicates that the
decoupling forces and density forces can co-operate pretty well
in NaPer. The maximum noise of each test circuit is less than
0.51 V, as shown in Table III and shown in Fig. 10 for the
circuit FP_Mul.

Table III also reveals that, in some cases, the HPWL of
“legal, decoupling, and density forces” is shorter than those
of “legal and decoupling forces” or “legal and density forces.”
The TSV decoupling force of a victim TSV tries to push its
major TSV aggressors away it. The high-density force of a
grid tries to push its neighbor TSVs away it, and, at the same
time, the low-density force of a grid tries to attract its neighbor
TSVs into it. Therefore, it might be possible that NaPer gets a
shorter HPWL when these two kinds of denoise forces interact
with each other rather than act alone.

From the above results, we can observe that the developed
TSV decoupling and density force techniques can cooperate
well in our TSV noise-aware placement algorithm. Further-
more, after obtaining the placement by NaPer, according to the
design behavior, designers can utilize the proposed mechanism
to decide which TSVs still need to be improved, and the
buffer insertion and TSV shielding techniques [10] can be
incorporated to further suppress the noise depending on the
demand of designers.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has developed and implemented an effective
TSV noise-aware 3-D placer, NaPer, by utilizing the TSV
decoupling force derived by the coupling noise between TSVs
and the TSV density force determined by the TSV density. The
experimental results have demonstrated that NaPer can reduce
the TSV coupling noise summation and the TSV coupling
noise effectively with acceptable wirelength overhead.
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